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Description

[0001] This specification relates to lasers, optical
transmitters and optical transceivers and their applica-
tions in optical communications based on wavelength di-
vision multiplexing (WDM).
[0002] Various optical fiber transmission systems use
optical WDM transceivers to transmit and receive data
by combining a number of different optical channels or
signals at different WDM wavelengths onto a single fiber.
Light at these WDM wavelengths is modulated as optical
signals at different WDM wavelengths to carry data of
different signals, respectively. For example, an optical
fiber transmission system can be designed to include n
number of optical WDM channels each with a data rate
of m Gb/s to transmit through a single fiber with data
throughput rate at n � m Gb/s. As such, data transmis-
sion at a data throughput rate of 100 Gb/s can be
achieved by using, for example, 10 optical WDM chan-
nels each at a channel data rate of 10 Gb/s or 4 optical
WDM channels each at a channel data rate of 25Gb/s.
To achieve a sufficiently high data throughput rate at n
� m Gb/s, the number of optical WDM channels, n, can
be increased to reduce the data rate m per optical chan-
nel to advantageously use relatively matured low-data-
rate optical WDM technologies and the associated
CMOS electronic technologies for the electronic driver
and data processing circuits.
[0003] Optical WDM transceivers can be in various
configurations where each transceiver includes a trans-
mitter part that transmits one or more optical WDM sig-
nals and a receiver part that receives one or more optical
WDM signals. An integrated multi-wavelength WDM
transceiver is a transceiver in a compact platform that
allows multiple streams of data to be simultaneously
placed on a single physical input and output (I/O) port
using multiple optical WDM wavelengths from an array
of lasers operated at the optical WDM wavelengths. Such
integration offers a number of advantages including low
power operation, spatial and cost efficiency, improved
system reliability, and operational simplicity. In various
optical WDM systems, integrated Coarse WDM (CWDM)
or Dense WDM (DWDM) compact form pluggable (CFP)
transceivers can be used to offer an economical and pow-
er-efficient way to implement 100-Gb/s transmission on
a single fiber by an array of CWDM or DWDM lasers,
each transmitting at 10 Gb/s or 25 Gb/s aligning with
CMOS electronic drive speeds.
[0004] This specification describes, among others,
techniques, devices and systems for optical communi-
cations based on wavelength division multiplexing that
use tunable multi-wavelength laser transmitter modules.
[0005] In one aspect, a device for producing laser light
at different optical wavelengths is provided to include an
array of tunable lasers to produce laser light at different
optical wavelengths, respectively. Each tunable laser in-
cludes a tunable sampled Bragg grating reflector respon-
sive to an electrical control signal to produce tunable re-

flectivity peaks within a tunable spectral range, a second
grating reflector that is spaced from the sampled Bragg
grating reflector to form an optical resonator with the sam-
pled Bragg grating reflector and produces reflectivity
peaks at different second grating reflector resonance
wavelengths within the tunable spectral range of the tun-
able sampled Bragg grating reflector, and a gain section
between the tunable sampled Bragg grating reflector and
the second grating reflector. The gain section is capable
of being electrically energized to produce an optical gain
for the laser light at a respective optical wavelength pro-
duced by the tunable laser. This device includes a laser
control unit electrically coupled to the tunable lasers to
apply the electrical control signal as a common control
signal to the tunable sampled Bragg grating reflector in
each of the tunable lasers to synchronously tune the tun-
able lasers that operate the different optical wavelengths,
respectively.
[0006] In another aspect, a method for producing laser
light at different optical wavelengths is provided to include
operating an array of tunable lasers to produce laser light
at different optical wavelengths, respectively, where
each tunable laser includes a tunable sampled Bragg
grating reflector responsive to an electrical control signal
to tune a respective optical wavelength; and applying a
common electrical control signal to the tunable lasers as
the electrical control signal to each tunable sampled
Bragg grating reflector to synchronously tune the tunable
lasers that operate at the different optical wavelengths,
respectively.
[0007] In another aspect, a device for producing laser
light at different optical wavelengths is provided to include
a substrate and a semiconductor structure formed on the
substrate and patterned to form an array of tunable lasers
to produce laser light at different optical wavelengths,
respectively, optical modulators located to receive and
modulate the laser light from the tunable lasers to carry
information, respectively, and a beam combiner that re-
ceives laser light from the optical modulators to produce
a combined optical output. Each tunable laser includes
a tunable sampled Bragg grating reflector responsive to
an electrical control signal to tune a respective optical
wavelength produced by the tunable laser. This device
includes a laser control unit electrically coupled to the
tunable lasers to apply a common electrical control signal
to the tunable lasers as the electrical control signal to
each tunable sampled Bragg grating reflector to synchro-
nously tune the tunable lasers that operate at the different
optical wavelengths, respectively.
[0008] In another aspect, a method for optical commu-
nications based on wavelength division multiplexing
(WDM) includes providing tunable laser transmitter mod-
ules based on a common tunable laser transmitter mod-
ule design which includes (1) a plurality of tunable laser
modules to produce laser light at different optical WDM
wavelengths to carry different WDM signal channels, re-
spectively. Each tunable laser module is operable to tune
a respective optical WDM wavelength, and (2) a beam
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combiner that includes input ports that are respectively
coupled to receive the laser light from the tunable laser
modules and an output port that combines the received
laser light from the tunable laser modules into a combined
optical output carrying light at the different optical WDM
wavelengths. The beam combiner is structured to exhibit
a common transmission spectral profile from each input
port to the output port that has periodic repetitive trans-
mission bands that are adjacent to one another in wave-
length and extend to cover different WDM sub-bands.
Each transmission band has a spectral width to cover a
predetermined number of WDM wavelengths. In this
method, the tunable laser transmitter modules is operat-
ed to produce WDM optical signals at different optical
WDM wavelengths in different WDM sub-bands, one tun-
able laser transmitter module producing laser light at op-
tical WDM wavelengths per WDM sub-band. The laser
light at a respective optical WDM wavelength from each
tunable laser transmitter module is modulated to produce
a respective WDM optical signal carrying information of
a respective WDM channel. This method uses a band
multiplexer to receive and to combine the WDM signals
in the different WDM sub-bands from the tunable laser
transmitter modules into a combined WDM optical output
for transmission over a fiber link.
[0009] In another aspect, a device for optical commu-
nications based on wavelength division multiplexing
(WDM) includes a plurality of tunable laser transmitter
modules based on a common tunable laser transmitter
module design which includes (1) an array of tunable
laser modules to produce laser light at different optical
WDM wavelengths to carry different WDM signal chan-
nels, respectively, each tunable laser module operable
to tune a respective optical WDM wavelength, and (2) a
beam combiner that includes input ports that are respec-
tively coupled to receive the laser light from the tunable
laser modules and an output port that combines the re-
ceived laser light from the tunable laser modules into a
combined optical output carrying light at the different op-
tical WDM wavelengths. The beam combiner is struc-
tured to exhibit a common transmission spectral profile
from each input port to the output port that has periodic
repetitive transmission bands that are adjacent to one
another in wavelength and extend to cover different WDM
sub-bands and each transmission band having a spectral
width to cover a predetermined number of WDM wave-
lengths. This device includes a control unit that controls
the tunable laser transmitter modules to produce WDM
optical signals at different optical WDM wavelengths in
different WDM sub-bands, respectively; and a band mul-
tiplexer coupled to receive and to combine the WDM op-
tical signals in the different WDM sub-bands from the
tunable laser transmitter modules into a combined WDM
optical output for transmission over a fiber link.
[0010] In another aspect, a device for optical commu-
nications based on wavelength division multiplexing
(WDM) includes an array of tunable laser modules to
produce laser light at different optical WDM wavelengths

to carry different WDM signal channels, respectively and
each tunable laser module is operable to tune a respec-
tive optical WDM wavelength. This device includes a
beam combiner that includes input ports that are respec-
tively coupled to receive the laser light from the tunable
laser modules and an output port that combines the re-
ceived laser light from the tunable laser modules into a
combined optical output carrying light at the different op-
tical WDM wavelengths. The beam combiner is struc-
tured to exhibit a common transmission spectral profile
from each input port to the output port that has periodic
repetitive transmission bands that are adjacent to one
another in wavelength and extend to cover different WDM
sub-bands and each transmission band having a spectral
width to cover a predetermined number of WDM wave-
lengths. A control unit is included in this device to control
the tunable laser modules to produce WDM optical sig-
nals at different optical WDM wavelengths, respectively.
[0011] In yet another aspect, a device for optical com-
munications based on wavelength division multiplexing
(WDM) includes tunable laser transmitter modules to
transmit WDM signals at different WDM sub-bands, re-
spectively. Each tunable laser transmitter module pro-
duces laser light of different WDM signals in a respective
WDM sub-band and includes (1) tunable laser modules
that produce laser light at different optical WDM wave-
lengths within a respective WDM sub-band to carry dif-
ferent WDM signal channels within the respective WDM
sub-band, respectively, each tunable laser operable to
tune a respective optical WDM wavelength, and (2) a
beam combiner that includes input ports that are respec-
tively coupled to receive the laser light from the tunable
laser modules and an output port that combines the re-
ceived laser light from the tunable laser modules into a
combined optical output carrying light at the different op-
tical WDM wavelengths. The beam combiner is struc-
tured to exhibit a common transmission spectral profile
from each input port to the output port that has periodic
repetitive transmission bands that are adjacent to one
another in wavelength and extend to cover the different
WDM sub-bands, wherein each transmission band has
a spectral width to cover a predetermined number of
WDM wavelengths. This device includes a band multi-
plexer that is coupled to receive WDM signals at the dif-
ferent WDM sub-bands from the tunable laser transmitter
modules and to combine the received WDM signals into
a combined WDM optical output for transmission over a
fiber link; a band splitter that is coupled to receive an
input WDM signal carrying input WDM signals at the dif-
ferent WDM sub-bands and separates the WDM signals
into different groups of input WDM signals within the dif-
ferent WDM sub-bands, respectively, along different op-
tical paths; and optical receiver modules to receive the
different groups of input WDM signals at the different
WDM sub-bands, respectively. Each optical receiver
module includes (1) a wavelength splitter that includes
an input port coupled to receive a respective group of
input WDM signals within a respective WDM sub-band
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and output ports that output the received input WDM sig-
nals of the respective group along different output optical
paths. The wavelength splitter is structured to exhibit a
common transmission spectral profile from the input port
to each output port that has periodic repetitive transmis-
sion bands at are adjacent to one another in wavelength
and extend to cover the different WDM sub-bands, and
(2) optical detectors coupled to receive the received input
WDM signals of the respective group and to convert the
received input WDM signals into different electrical de-
tector signals, respectively.
[0012] Particular embodiments of the invention can be
implemented to realize one or more of advantages. For
example, a tunable transmitter module can use tunable
laser modules to produce tunable multi-wavelength op-
tical signals and can be implemented to provide flexibility
and simplicity in implementation and inventory manage-
ment. A tunable transceiver can be configured to achieve
a high level of integration at a relatively low cost.
[0013] The details of one or more embodiments of the
invention are set forth in the accompanying drawings and
the description below.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0014] FIG. 1 illustrates an example of a tunable multi-
wavelength optical transceiver having tunable laser mod-
ules that respectively generate different WDM signals at
different WDM wavelengths.
[0015] FIG. 2 illustrates an example of tuning tunable
lasers to different WDM wavelengths, respectively, that
fall within a common transmission band of the common
transmission spectral profile of a cyclic beam combiner.
[0016] FIG. 3 shows an example of a WDM system by
using the tunable transceiver in FIG. 1.
[0017] FIGS. 4 and 5 show a tunable sampled grating
distributed Bragg reflector (SG-DBR) laser and its tuning
operation.
[0018] FIG. 6 shows one example of tuning an array
of lasers based on the laser design in FIG. 4.
[0019] FIG. 7 shows one implementation of a laser ar-
ray of SG-DBR lasers in implementing the tunable trans-
mitter module in FIG. 1.
[0020] FIG. 8 shows one example for including semi-
conductor optical amplification (SOA) function in a tuna-
ble optical transmitter or transceiver module.
[0021] FIG. 9 shows another example for including an
optical amplifier in a tunable optical transmitter or trans-
ceiver module.
[0022] Like reference numbers and designations in the
various drawings indicate like elements.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0023] FIG. 1 illustrates an example of a tunable multi-
wavelength optical transceiver 100 having tunable laser
modules 130 that respectively generate different WDM
signals at different WDM wavelengths. The transceiver

100 includes a tunable transmitter module 110 based on
the tunable laser modules 130 to produce a WDM optical
output 150 that carries multiple output WDM channels
within a WDM spectral band, and a receiver module 120
that receives a WDM optical input 160 that carries mul-
tiple input WDM channels within the same WDM spectral
band. In implementations, the tunable transceiver 100 in
FIG. 1 can be configured and packaged in various con-
figurations to meet specific requirements of WDM appli-
cations. For example, the transceiver 100 can be config-
ured as a pluggable module based on the industry’s multi-
source agreement (MSA) for making a 40GbE interface
and a 100GbE interface.
[0024] The tunable transmitter module 110 uses the
tunable laser modules 130 to produce tunable multi-
wavelength optical signals 135 and can be implemented
to provide flexibility and simplicity in implementation and
inventory management. The transceiver 100 can be con-
figured to achieve a high level of integration in a single
package at a relatively low cost and to operate at a re-
duced power consumption. Multiple transceivers 100 can
be used in a WDM system and are tuned to produce
WDM signals in multiple WDM sub-bands within a WDM
band and such WDM signals in the multiple WDM sub-
bands are combined to generate a high throughput data
rate, e.g., 100 Gb/s or higher.
[0025] The tunable transmitter module 110 in FIG. 1
includes tunable laser modules 130 to transmit WDM sig-
nals 135 at different WDM wavelengths, respectively.
The different WDM wavelengths can be WDM wave-
lengths based on, e.g., the International Telecommuni-
cation Union (ITU) WDM grid specification in the L, C and
S bands for WDM applications. Each tunable laser mod-
ule 130 is operable to tune a respective optical WDM
wavelength to a desired value, e.g., an ITU WDM wave-
length. In some implementations, each tunable laser
module 130 can include a tunable semiconductor laser
that directly produces modulated laser light as a respec-
tive WDM optical signal carrying information of a respec-
tive WDM channel by modulating, e.g., a driving current
applied to the semiconductor laser. In other implemen-
tations, such as the specific example illustrated in FIG.
1, each tunable laser module 130 can include a tunable
laser 132, e.g., a semiconductor laser, that produces con-
tinuous wave (CW) laser light at a WDM wavelength, and
an optical modulator 134 that is located to receive the
CW laser light from the tunable laser and modulates the
CW laser light to produce the respective WDM optical
signal 135 carrying information of the respective WDM
channel. Data 131 for the respective WDM channel is
carried by a modulator control signal which is applied to
the optical modulator 134. In response to the modulator
control signal carrying the data 131, the optical modulator
performs the optical modulation on the CW laser light.
The optical modulator 134 may be implemented in vari-
ous configurations, such as an electro-optic Mach-Zeh-
nder modulator (MZM) or an electro-absorption modula-
tor (EAM). FIG. 1 shows n WDM channels are generated
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at n different WDM wavelengths λ1, λ2, ..., and λn. A
control unit is provided in the transceiver 100 to control
and to tune the tunable laser modules 130 to produce
WDM optical signals at desired different optical WDM
wavelengths, respectively. This tunability of the trans-
ceiver 100 allows the same transceiver 100 to be tuned
to operate in different optical spectral bands such as dif-
ferent WDM sub-bands within a particular WDM band
such as the C-band, L-band, S-band and other optical
transmission bands for optical communications. In WDM
system deployment, multiple identically constructed
transceivers 100 can be installed in the same transmit
subsystem and tuned to produce WDM signals in differ-
ent WDM sub-bands. This aspect in the design of the
transceiver 100 eliminates the need for making different
transceivers for producing different sets of WDM signals
in different WDM sub-bands of a given WDM band and
allows the same transceiver 100 to function as transceiv-
ers for different WDM sub-bands.
[0026] The transceiver 100 includes a beam combiner
140 that is located downstream from the tunable laser
modules 130 to receive the WDM signals 135 and com-
bines the received WDM signals 135 at different optical
WDM wavelengths into the combined optical output 150.
The beam combiner 140 includes input ports that are
respectively coupled to receive the laser light from the
tunable laser modules 130 and a common output port
that outputs the combined optical output 150. Notably,
the beam combiner 140 is structured to exhibit a common
transmission spectral profile from each input port to the
common output port that has periodic or cyclic, repetitive
transmission bands that are adjacent to one another in
wavelength and extend to cover different WDM sub-
bands within a WDM band. Each transmission band has
a spectral width to cover a predetermined number of
WDM wavelengths. This cyclic spectral property of the
beam combiner 140 combines with the tenability of the
laser modules 130 to provide the versatile operating ca-
pability of the tunable transceiver 100 for producing dif-
ferent WDM signals in different WDM sub-bands.
[0027] FIG. 2 shows one exemplary implementation of
the cyclic beam combiner 140 in form of a cyclic arrayed-
waveguide grating (AWG) multiplexer, where outputs of
four tunable lasers 1-4 are respectively coupled to four
input ports 1-4 of the cyclic AWG multiplexer and are
combined as the WDM optical output at the AWG output
port. The common transmission spectral profile from
each input port to the common output port is shown on
the left side of each input port, illustrating three consec-
utive transmission bands. Each of the transmission
bands occupies a spectral width within the free spectral
range (FSR) that defines the periodicity of the repetitive
spectral response of the cyclical AWG multiplexer and
covers multiple WDM wavelengths. Such transmission
bands can serve as the WDM sub-bands within a partic-
ular WDM band, e.g., the C-band from 1529 nm to 1565
nm, the L-band from 1565 nm to 1625 nm, the S-band
from 1460 nm to 1530 nm, and other bands.

[0028] The tunable lasers 1-4 can be tuned to 4 differ-
ent WDM wavelengths within one or more of the trans-
mission bands of the common transmission spectral pro-
file for each input port of the cyclic AWG multiplexer 140.
Various tuning arrangements may be implemented.
[0029] FIG. 2 illustrates an example of tuning the tun-
able lasers to 4 different WDM wavelengths, respectively,
that fall within a common transmission band of the com-
mon transmission spectral profile. For example, the four
different WDM wavelengths λ1, λ2, λ3, and λ4 from the
tunable lasers 1-4, respectively can be four consecutive
WDM wavelengths in the same transmission band as
shown in FIG. 2. In the illustrated example in FIG. 2, a
particular tuning configuration is also shown in which
each tunable laser is tuned at a coarse step by a change
of one FSR. Assuming the FSR covers m different WDM
wavelengths or channels, the first tunable laser operating
at λ1 can be tuned to the next wavelength λ(1+m) in the
next transmission band. The four tunable lasers 1-4 can
be tuned in synchronization to their respective positions
in the next transmission band. Under this specific tuning
design, each tunable laser is tuned by tuning the laser
frequency from one FSR to the next FSR with an equal
channel spacing of one FSR between the two consecu-
tive tuned laser frequencies. For tuning within the C-
band, for example, the spectral range of the C-band can
be divided into spectral ranges known as sub-bands cor-
responding to the transmission bands of the common
transmission spectral profile for each input port of the
cyclic AWG multiplexer 140. In tuning each tunable laser,
the wavelength from the tunable laser is tuned to hop at
a coarse step by one FSR from one transmission sub-
band to the next transmission sub-band. A common laser
control signal can be applied to the four tunable lasers
1-4 in a way that synchronously tune the four tunable
lasers 1-4 at the same time. A control circuit can be used
to generate the common laser control signal and is cou-
pled to the lasers to apply the common laser control signal
to the lasers. In operation, the control circuit adjusts the
common laser control signal to synchronously tune all
four lasers
[0030] Under the above tuning design, the FSR of the
cyclic AWG multiplexer 140 may be equal to n � ∆f where
∆f is the channel spacing, n is the number of tunable
lasers in an array. Thus, an operating spectrum range

can be divided into  number of sub

bands, l is also the number of wavelengths that each
laser in the array could be tuned to in the whole spectrum
band. For example, for the whole C band (wavelength
from 1529nm to 1560nm) with 100 GHz (0.8nm) wave-
length spacing, the number of sub bands that can be

obtained is .
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[0031] Under the above tuning design, when n tunable
lasers are implemented in the tunable transceiver, each
laser is tuned discontinuously at a tuning step of n � ∆f
For example, assuming the WDM wavelength spacing is
100 GHz, the tuning step is n x 100 GHz (or n � 0.8nm).
To cover the full range of a 32 nm C-band with a wave-
length from 1529nm to 1560 nm, a wavelength spacing
of 100 GHz (0.8nm) and a number of 1 sub bands, the
tuning range of each laser in a laser array may only be
a ratio of (l-1) � (32/l) nm. When l=4, the tuning range
of each laser needs to be 24 nm instead of 32 nm.
[0032] In above example of the AWG multiplexer for
implementing the beam combiner 140 can be implement-
ed in various AWG configurations, including a cyclic
Echelle grating multiplexer. Other devices can also be
used to perform the function of the beam combiner 140.
For example, the beam combiner 140 can include a set
of cascaded comb filters such as Fabry-Perot filters with
periodic frequency responses. In addition, a wide-band
n � 1 power coupler, which has a loss of 10 � log(n) dB,
can be used to replace the cyclical AWG as the beam
combiner 140.
[0033] Referring back to FIG. 1 for the tunable trans-
ceiver 100, the receiver module 120 includes a beam
splitter 170 that is wavelength selective and includes an
input port coupled to receive a WDM optical input 160
containing input WDM signals within the same WDM
band output by the tunable transmitter module 110. The
beam splitter 170 includes output ports that output the
received input WDM signals at different WDM wave-
lengths along different output optical paths. When the
beam combiner 140 is implemented to have the spectral
properties of the cyclic AWG multiplexer, the beam split-
ter 170 can structured to exhibit the same or similar com-
mon transmission spectral profile from the input port to
each output port as that in the beam combiner 140. The
beam splitter 170 can be implemented in various config-
urations, including a cyclic AWG demultiplexer and a cy-
clic Echelle grating multiplexer. Different from the beam
combiner 140 which may be a simple optical power com-
biner, the beam splitter 170 is a wavelength-selective
splitter that splits the received WDM signals at different
WDM wavelengths into different optical signals at differ-
ent WDM wavelengths along different output optical
paths. Optical detectors 172 are coupled to receive the
input WDM signals and to convert the received input
WDM signals into different electrical detector signals 175,
respectively. RF signal amplifiers 174 may be provided
to amplify the signals 175.
[0034] The tunable transceiver 100 in FIG. 1 can be
implemented in a fiber WDM transmission system such
as the example in FIG. 3 that uses a bank of identically
constructed tunable transmitter modules 110 that are
tuned to different WDM sub-bands of a WDM band. In a
high-speed fiber WDM system, two or more tunable
transceivers 100 in FIG. 1 can be used as tunable laser
transmitter modules to form a tunable multi-wavelength
transceiver. The fiber WDM transmission system 300 in

FIG. 3 shows only the transmitter subsystem on the trans-
mitter side of the system 300 and the receiver subsystem
on the receiver side of the system 300 where a transmis-
sion fiber link 320 connects the two sides of the system
300. A complete tunable multi-wavelength transceiver
subsystem includes both the illustrated the transmitter
subsystem and the receiver subsystem. More specifical-
ly, the complete tunable multi-wavelength transceiver
subsystem on one side of the transmission fiber in FIG.
3 includes tunable laser transmitter modules 110, a band
combiner or multiplexer 310, a band demultiplexer 320,
and optical receiver modules 120.
[0035] The tunable laser transmitter modules 110
transmit WDM signals at different WDM sub-bands within
a WDM band, respectively. Each tunable laser transmit-
ter module 110 produces laser light of different WDM
signals in a respective WDM sub-band and has a struc-
ture shown in FIG. 1. The band multiplexer 310 is coupled
to receive WDM signals at the different WDM sub-bands
from the tunable laser transmitter modules 110 and com-
bines the received WDM signals into a combined WDM
optical output for transmission over the transmission fiber
320. The band demultiplexer 320 is coupled to receive
an input WDM signal carrying input WDM signals at the
different WDM sub-bands from the transmission fiber 320
and separates the WDM signals into different groups of
input WDM signals within the different WDM sub-bands,
respectively, along different optical paths. Optical receiv-
er modules 120 are provided to receive the different
groups of input WDM signals at the different WDM sub-
bands, respectively. Assuming a complete tunable multi-
wavelength transceiver subsystem includes there are M
tunable transmitter modules 110 in the transmitter sub-
system and M receiver modules 120 in the receiver sub-
system, the total data transmission capacity of the sys-
tem is
M � (n � m) Gb/s where n is the number of tunable laser
modules 130 in each tunable transmitter module 110 and
m is the data rate in Gb/s for each WDM channel.
[0036] In implementing the system in FIG. 3, a 10 �
10Gb/s Pluggable optical module may be implemented
to cover the whole C-band. The whole C band spectrum
from 1529 nm to 1560 nm offers a usable spectrum of
about 4THz. This spectrum may be covered by four tun-
able Pluggable optical modules, with each covering a
WDM sub-band occupying a quarter of the C-band spec-
trum. Each pluggable optical module may be implement-
ed with a 100-GHz space WDM to cover a 1-THz range
or a quarter of the C-band spectrum. The optical output
of four different pluggable optical modules occupying dif-
ferent segments of the C-band spectrum can be further
sub-band multiplexed with an intermediate WDM (IWDM)
shown as band multiplexer in Fig. 3 to pack the
4�10�10G outputs onto a single transmission path.
[0037] In actual deployment of the system 300 in FIG.
3, the basic transceiver building block is the tunable trans-
ceiver 100 in FIG. 1. Multiple identical tunable transceiv-
ers 100 in FIG. 1 are used in the complete tunable multi-
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wavelength transceiver subsystem but are tuned to op-
erate in different WDM sub-bands within a WDM band
as shown in FIG. 3. There is no need to maintain different
transceivers for operating in different WDM sub-bands.
Therefore, the design of the system 300 in FIG. 3 is to
provide flexibility and simplicity in implementation and
inventory management and to reduce the costs for con-
structing and maintaining the system 300.
[0038] The above described example of a tunable mul-
ti-wavelength transceiver subsystem in FIG. 3 can be
integrated to provide a compact device package. For ex-
ample, the transmitter module 110 having tunable lasers
132, optical modulators 134, the beam combiner 140,
and other components can be monolithically or hybridly
integrated. Similarly, in the receive path, the receiver
module 120 having the beam splitter 170, the photode-
tectors 172, and signal amplifiers 174 can be monolithi-
cally or hybridly integrated. Various semiconductor laser
designs can be used to achieve desired device integra-
tion. In some implementations, the transmitter module
110 and the receiver module 120 can be completely in-
tegrated together as a single unit.
[0039] For example, the tunable laser 132 can be a
tunable sampled grating distributed Bragg reflector (SG-
DBR) laser and the array of SG-DBR lasers 132 in FIG.
1 can be integrated. FIG. 4 shows an example of a SG-
DBR laser 400 for implementing the tunable laser 132 in
FIG. 1.
[0040] In FIG. 4, the SG-DBR laser 400 includes a sub-
strate and a semiconductor structure formed on the sub-
strate to include a first semiconductor layer 401 and a
second semiconductor layer 403, and a waveguide layer
402 formed between the first and second semiconductor
layers 401 and 403. In some implementations, the first
and second semiconductor layers 401 and 403 may have
refractive indices less than the refractive index of the
waveguide layer 402, e.g., by having different mixing ratio
of compound materials with different compositions. The
optical waveguide formed by the layers 401, 402 and 403
confines and guides laser light generated by the SG-DBR
laser 400 along the optical waveguide. The semiconduc-
tor structure for the SG-DBR laser 400 is structured to
include a first sampled Bragg grating region forming the
rear reflector, and a second sampled Bragg grating re-
gion spaced from the first sampled Bragg grating region
and forming the front reflector. A rear reflector electrode
410 is formed in the first sample Bragg grating region to
apply an electrical signal S1 for tuning and controlling
the Bragg resonance condition for the rear reflector, and
a front reflector electrode 440 is formed in the second
sample Bragg grating region to apply an electrical signal
S4 for tuning and controlling the Bragg resonance con-
dition in the front reflector. Each sampled Bragg grating
can be formed in or near the waveguide layer 402 to
interact with the laser light guided in the optical
waveguide. The rear and front reflectors form a Fabry-
Perot resonator as the laser cavity for the SG-DBR laser
400. An optically active gain region is formed between

the rear and front reflectors to provide the optical gain
for the SG-DBR laser 400. The gain region is capable of
being electrically energized to produce the optical gain
and can be a quantum well structure. A gain region elec-
trode 430 is formed in the gain region 432 to apply an
electrical signal S3 to electrically excite the gain region
432 to generate the laser light. Multiple lasers can be
formed on the same substrate.
[0041] The rear reflector can be configured as a high
reflector to reflect the laser light and the front reflector
can be structured to form a partial reflector to the laser
light to reflect part of the laser light back towards the rear
reflector and to transmit part of the laser light as a laser
output 470 of the SG-DBR laser 400. A rear anti-reflective
coating 450 may be formed on the rear end facet of the
semiconductor structure near the rear reflector to reduce
undesired optical feedback from the rear end facet and
a front anti-reflective coating 460 may be formed on the
front end facet of the semiconductor structure near the
front reflector to reduce undesired optical feedback from
the front end facet.
[0042] The laser wavelength of the SG-DBR laser 400
is tuned by controlling either or both of the front and rear
reflectors via the control signals S1 and S4 to operate at
a laser wavelength where both a reflectivity peak of the
front reflector and a reflectivity peak of the rear reflectors
align with each other. An electrical current is applied to
either or both the rear and the front reflectors to achieve
wavelength tuning by changing the refraction index and
moving the reflectivity peaks in wavelength. In some im-
plementations, the electric current may be applied to only
one of the two reflectors in the SG-DBR laser 400, e.g.,
the rear reflector while maintaining the front reflect in a
fixed Bragg grating configuration, and therefore adjusting
only the refractive index of one reflector while maintaining
the refraction index of the other reflector at a constant.
[0043] The example of the SG-DBR laser 400 in FIG.
4 also shows a phase section formed in the semiconduc-
tor structure between the first and second sampled Bragg
grating reflectors that is electrically controlled to control
a phase of the laser light inside the laser cavity. A phase
region electrode 420 is formed to effectuate this phase
section and is shown to be between the rear reflector and
the gain region in this example. A phase control electrical
signal S2 is applied via the phase region electrode 420
to adjust the refractive index of the phase section to
change the phase of the laser light in providing a desired
phase matching condition for sustaining the laser oscil-
lation within the laser cavity.
[0044] The insert in FIG. 4 shows the structure of the
sampled Bragg grating for the rear reflector that includes
discrete sections of gratings with a grating period or pitch
A which determines the reflectivity center wavelength of
the sampled grating, and a grating length Lg for each
grating section which is related to the grating reflectivity.
The sampled Bragg grating has a sampling period length
of Ls which is the spacing between the interrupted grat-
ings or adjacent sections of gratings. The optical spec-
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trum of the reflection from the sampled Bragg grating
reflector is a series of reflection peaks at different wave-
lengths meeting the Bragg resonance condition and the
separation of the reflectivity peaks is: 

where ng is the effective group index of refraction of the
waveguide. Ls=L/NS, where L is the total length of the
sampled grating in each reflector and NS is the number
of sampling periods.
[0045] FIG. 5 shows the comb-like reflection spectrum,
known as the Vernier effect, achieved by the sampled
grating of the rear reflector and the front reflector. The
comb-like reflection spectrum of the front reflector is rep-
resented by the solid line and the reflection spectrum of
the rear reflector is represented by the dotted line, both
achieved by periodic sampling of the gratings of the front
grating and rear grating.
[0046] The sampling periods of the front and rear re-
flectors may be chosen to have a slight mismatch to pro-
duce two reflectivity-versus-wavelength spectra with
slightly different periodicities as shown in FIG. 5. In this
situation, only one of reflection peaks in each of the two
spectra may be aligned with the other, for example, the
alignment as marked in FIG. 5. Thus the wavelength of
the SG-DBR laser 400 may be controlled by altering the
alignment of the reflectivity peaks from the rear reflector
and the front reflector. In this way, a wide tuning range
for the laser wavelength may be achieved.
[0047] The tuning range of an SG-DBR laser 400 is
determined by the ratio of sampling period Ls and grating
length Lg. Therefore longer sampling period length Ls
and shorter grating length Lg are advantageous for
achieving wide tuning range. In order to access all the
wavelengths within a desired tuning range, the wave-
length jump step should be sufficiently small to allow the
gaps to be filled by simultaneous tuning of the rear and
the front reflectors of the tunable SG-DBR laser 400. For
example, discrete tunable lasers built for a DWDM sys-
tem with a 100 GHz wavelength spacing regularly require
a fine jump step of 0.8 nm.
[0048] To reduce the step of wavelength jump, the
sampling period length Ls should be increased, and the
number of sampling periods Ns should also be increased
to obtain the same amount of power reflectivity when the
sampling period length Ls increases. However, a greater
optical loss and an increase in device size would result
from an increase in the sampling period length Ls and
the number of sampling periods and a reduction in the
grating length. Furthermore, an integrated semiconduc-
tor optical amplifier (SOA) outside the laser cavity on the
same substrate may be used to increase the optical pow-
er output of the SG-DBR 400. This addition of the SOA
increases the size of the device and makes large-scale

integration a challenge.
[0049] Such trade-offs in tuning range, tuning step, and
optical performance may be addressed by tuning at a
coarse step and preferably by tuning only one of the re-
flectors in the SG-DBR laser 400.
[0050] FIG. 6 shows a spectrum illustrating the coarse
step tuning where the whole band spectrum (for example,
C-band or L-band) is divided into multiple sub-bands from
band-0 to band-1. The tunable SG-DBR laser 400 can
be tuned at a coarse step to hop from one sub-band to
the next sub-band. The frequency range of each sub
band may be set to n � ∆f, where ∆f is the channel spac-
ing, n is the number of tunable lasers in an array. Thus,
an operating spectrum range can be divided into 

number of sub bands, l is also the number of wavelengths
that each laser in the array could be tuned to in the whole
spectrum band. For example, for the whole C band
(wavelength from 1529nm to 1560nm) with 100 GHz
(0.8nm) wavelength spacing, the number of sub bands
that can be obtained is 

[0051] Thus, for a laser array of n tunable lasers, each
laser is tuned discontinuously at a tuning step of n � ∆f.
For example, in FIG. 6 where wavelength spacing is 100
GHz, the tuning step of a laser array of n tunable lasers
is n x 100 GHz (or n x 0.8nm). By tuning at a much coarser
step, sampling period length Ls in the SG-DBR laser 400
may be shortened and the optical power output is in-
creased as a result of reduced optical loss. As a result,
an integrated SOA on the same substrate with the SD-
DBR laser 400 may become optional and the SG-DBR
device may therefore be made simpler and more com-
pact.
[0052] In implementations where a laser array for an
optical WDM transmitter such as the example in FIG. 1
is formed of multiple SG-DBR lasers 400, each SG-DBR
laser 400 in the laser array may be designed with a dif-
ferent grating pitch λ from other SG-DBR lasers 400 so
the comb-like reflection spectra of the lasers 400 are shift-
ed from one another by one or more channel spacings
of the WDM wavelengths which may follow the ITU WDM
grid (e.g., 100 GHz or 50 GHz). Referring to FIG. 1 where
each tunable laser 132 is a SG-DBR laser 400 in FIG. 4
and further referring to FIG. 6, the first laser in the laser
array for the WDM channel 1 may be tuned to a central
wavelength λ1 in sub-band-0, and be tuned to λn�∆λ+1
in the next band, band-1. The second laser for the WDM
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channel 2 may have a wavelength λ2 in sub-band-0 and
hop to hn�∆λ+2 in the next band, the third laser for the
WDM channel 3 with a wavelength λ3 in sub-band-0 and
λn�∆λ+3 in the next band, and the nth laser with a wave-
length λn, in sub-band-0 and λn�∆λ+n in the next band.
For example, in C-band, ∆λ=0.8nm for 100GHz intra-
sub-band channel spacing as shown in Fig. 6. In this
scenario, each sub-band 0-l is filled by the wavelengths
from the lasers in the laser array. One of the advantages
of the above coarse tuning is that the laser modes are
widely separated and, accordingly, the mode suppres-
sion ratio (MSR) can be improved.
[0053] FIG. 7 shows one implementation of a laser ar-
ray of SG-DBR lasers 400 in implementing the tunable
transmitter module 110 in FIG. 1. The tunable SG-DBR
circuit may be made compact in size by tuning only one
of the front or rear reflectors in each laser and thereby
reducing a separate control circuit for controlling the other
reflector. In this implementation, only the sampled Bragg
grating of the rear reflector in each laser 400 is tuned
while the sampled Bragg grating of the front reflector that
outputs the laser light to the optical modulator 134 is
maintained at a fixed Bragg grating configuration and is
not tuned. The electrodes for the rear reflectors of all
lasers 400 are connected to a common control signal 701
from a common control unit or circuit 700 that is used to
simultaneously synchronously tune all rear reflectors in
the lasers 400. The control unit 700 can be located within
the same module where the lasers 400 are in some im-
plementations or be placed separate from the lasers 400.
In an integrated design where the lasers 400 are on the
same chip, the control unit 700 may be integrated on the
same chip. The control unit 700 controls the lasers 400
to produce laser light at different optical WDM wave-
lengths in different WDM sub-bands, respectively and
adjusts the common tuning control signal 701 to synchro-
nously tune all of the lasers 400 at the same time. Each
laser 400 in the array may be simultaneously tuned to
each respective wavelength in the next sub-band. By fill-
ing each sub-band with wavelengths from different laser
sources and simultaneous tuning of these laser sources,
a continuous tuning over the whole spectrum range is
possible.
[0054] One of benefits for tuning only the rear reflector
while maintaining the front reflect at a fixed configuration
is to decrease the front grating tuning absorption loss
and to obtain a higher optical output power from the front
end of the SG-DBR laser 400. This design can increase
the overall optical output of the laser 400 and may ulti-
mately to avoid the use of a SOA for boosting the laser
output. In implementations, the front reflector may be de-
signed with a fixed reflectivity spectrum and a low number
of sampling periods to reduce the size of the laser 400.
The design of adjusting only the controlling current ap-
plied to the rear reflector can increase the precision of
reflection alignment and decrease the probability of mode
jumps of the SG-DBR laser 400 to improve the laser sta-
bility.

[0055] Alternative to the above SG-DBR laser 400, one
of the two reflectors of a tunable laser can be a fixed,
non-tunable grating reflector formed of a series of cas-
caded single-wavelength gratings to produce different re-
flectivity peaks at different wavelengths, respectively
while the other reflector is a tunable sampled Bragg grat-
ing. For example, the front reflector can be the fixed grat-
ing reflector having a series of cascaded single-wave-
length gratings and the real reflector is a tunable sampled
Bragg grating. The different reflectivity peaks of the cas-
caded single-wavelength gratings can be configured to
be pre-aligned with various reflectivity peaks within the
tuning spectral range of the tunable rear sampled Bragg
grating to allow for tuning the tunable rear sampled Bragg
grating to cause lasing at these reflectivity peaks.
[0056] While the laser array of the SG-DBR lasers 400
provides wide tuning range for generating different WDM
wavelengths in various WDM sub-bands, the tuning
range of each individual SG-DBR laser 400 in the laser
array is relatively small. For example, to cover the full
range of a 32 nm C-band with a wavelength from 1529nm
to 1560 nm, a wavelength spacing of 100 GHz (0.8nm)
and a number of l sub bands, the tuning range of each
laser in a laser array may only be a ratio of (l-1) � (32/l)
nm. When l=4, the tuning range of each laser needs only
to be 24 nm, as compared to a 32 nm of a traditional SG-
DBR. As explained above, the tuning range of a SG-DBR
laser is determined by the ratio of sampling period length
Ls and grating length Lg, and Ls is the ratio of the total
sampled grating length L over the number of sampling
periods Ns. Therefore, when a tuning range decreases,
the grating length Lg may be increased and the number
of sampling periods Ns may be reduced to provide
enough reflectivity. In this way, the SG-DBR laser array
structure may be made more compact.
[0057] To compensate for transmission loss and re-
duce the spurious components interfering other wave-
lengths when the laser is tuned from one band to another,
a SOA with suitable gain profiles may be provided outside
the laser 400 before and/or after the modulator 134 to
increase the optical carrier signal level and/or the mod-
ulated output signal. Alternatively, due to various features
described above, such as coarse tuning step, reduced
sampling period length and increased output power in
the present design, the SOA may be selectively omitted
from the circuit design.
[0058] FIG. 8 shows an example of a tunable SG-DBR
laser with an integrated SOA in the same semiconductor
structure where the laser is formed. A SOA region 812
is formed in the waveguide outside the laser resonator
formed by the two reflectors 410 and 440, e.g., between
the front reflector 440 and the front AR-coated facet 460.
The output laser light from the from the front reflector of
the laser is directed along the waveguide into the SOA
gain region 812 which is electrically energized by the
signal applied to the SOA electrode 810 to produce the
optical gain that amplifies the output laser light as the
amplified output laser light 820.
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[0059] In some applications, a common optical ampli-
fier can be used to amplify light from the array of the
tunable lasers. FIG. 9 shows an example of an optical
transmitter module that includes an optical amplifier at
the output of the beam combiner 140. This amplifier can
be an SOA and can be integrated to the semiconductor
structure in which the lasers 400, the optical modulators
134 and the cyclic AWG combiner 140 are formed. This
single SOA is shared among all the individual wave-
lengths in the WDM sub-band.
[0060] While this specification contains many specific
implementation details, these should not be construed
as limitations on the scope of the invention or of what
may be clause ed, but rather as descriptions of features
specific to particular embodiments of the invention. Cer-
tain features that are described in this specification in the
context of separate embodiments can also be implement-
ed in combination in a single embodiment. Conversely,
various features that are described in the context of a
single embodiment can also be implemented in multiple
embodiments separately or in any suitable subcombina-
tion. Moreover, although features may be described
above as acting in certain combinations and even initially
clause ed as such, one or more features from a clause
ed combination can in some cases be excised from the
combination, and the clause ed combination may be di-
rected to a subcombination or variation of a subcombi-
nation.
[0061] Similarly, while operations are depicted in the
drawings in a particular order, this should not be under-
stood as requiring that such operations be performed in
the particular order shown or in sequential order, or that
all illustrated operations be performed, to achieve desir-
able results. In certain circumstances, the separation of
various system components in the embodiments de-
scribed above should not be understood as requiring
such separation in all embodiments.
[0062] Thus, particular embodiments of the invention
and their implementations are disclosed. Variations,
modifications and enhancements of the disclosed em-
bodiments and implementations and other embodiments
and implementations can be made based on what is de-
scribed and illustrated in this specification.
[0063] The following clauses describe preferred as-
pects of the invention.
[0064] Clause 1: A method for optical communications
based on wavelength division multiplexing (WDM), com-
prising:

providing tunable laser transmitter modules based
on a common tunable laser transmitter module de-
sign which includes (1) a plurality of tunable laser
modules to produce laser light at different optical
WDM wavelengths to carry different WDM signal
channels, respectively, each tunable laser module
operable to tune a respective optical WDM wave-
length, and (2) a beam combiner that includes input
ports that are respectively coupled to receive the la-

ser light from the tunable laser modules and an out-
put port that combines the received laser light from
the tunable laser modules into a combined optical
output carrying light at the different optical WDM
wavelengths, the beam combiner structured to ex-
hibit a common transmission spectral profile from
each input port to the output port that has periodic
repetitive transmission bands that are adjacent to
one another in wavelength and extend to cover dif-
ferent WDM sub-bands within a WDM band, wherein
each transmission band has a spectral width to cover
a predetermined number of WDM wavelengths;
operating the tunable laser transmitter modules to
produce WDM optical signals at different optical
WDM wavelengths in different WDM sub-bands, one
tunable laser transmitter module producing laser
light at optical WDM wavelengths per WDM sub-
band, laser light at a respective optical WDM wave-
length from each tunable laser transmitter module
being modulated to produce a respective WDM op-
tical signal carrying information of a respective WDM
channel; and
combing the WDM signals in the different WDM sub-
bands from the tunable laser transmitter modules
into a combined WDM optical output for transmission
over a fiber link.

[0065] Clause 2: The method as in clause 1, wherein:

the beam combiner in each tunable laser transmitter
module includes a cyclic arrayed-waveguide grating
(AWG) multiplexer which receives at the input ports
WDM optical signals within a respective WDM sub-
band from the tunable laser modules and outputs at
the output port a respective combined optical output
carrying light at the different optical WDM wave-
lengths within the respective WDM sub-band.

[0066] Clause 3: The method as in clause 1, wherein:

the beam combiner in each tunable laser transmitter
module includes an optical power combiner which
receives at the input ports WDM optical signals within
a respective WDM sub-band from the tunable laser
modules and outputs at the output port a respective
combined optical output carrying light at the different
optical WDM wavelengths within the respective
WDM sub-band.

[0067] Clause 4: The method as in clause 1, compris-
ing:

in each tunable laser transmitter module, coupling
an optical modulator to the beam combiner to receive
and amplify the combined optical output.

[0068] Clause 5: The method as in clause 1, wherein:
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in each tunable laser transmitter module, each tun-
able laser module includes a tunable laser that pro-
duces continuous wave (CW) laser light and an op-
tical modulator that is located to receive the CW laser
light from the tunable laser and modulates the CW
laser light to produce a respective WDM optical sig-
nal carrying information of a respective WDM chan-
nel.

[0069] Clause 6: The method as in clause 5, wherein:

the tunable laser includes a tunable sampled grating
distributed Bragg reflector (SG-DBR) laser which in-
cludes a substrate and a semiconductor structure
formed on the substrate to include first and second
sampled Bragg grating reflectors spaced from each
other to form an optical resonator, a gain section
between the first and second sampled Bragg grating
reflectors that is electrically energized to produce an
optical gain for the laser light and a phase section
between the first and second sampled Bragg grating
reflectors that is electrically controlled to control a
phase of the laser light.

[0070] Clause 7: The method as in clause 6, compris-
ing:

providing an amplifier formed in the semiconductor
structure of the SG-DBR laser to receive and amplify
the laser light produced by the SG-DBR laser.

[0071] Clause 8: The method as in clause 6, wherein:

the optical modulator is monolithically formed on the
substrate on which the SG-DBR laser is formed.

[0072] Clause 9: The method as in clause 6, compris-
ing:

making sampling periods of the first and second
sampled Bragg grating reflectors different.

[0073] Clause 10: The method as in clause 6, compris-
ing:

making a sampling period to be greater than a grating
period in the first sampled Bragg grating reflector.

[0074] Clause 11: The method as in clause 6, compris-
ing:

making a number of sampling periods in the first sam-
pled Bragg grating reflector to be higher than a
number of sampling periods in the second sample
Bragg grating reflector to output the laser light out of
the SG-DBR laser at the second sample Bragg grat-
ing reflector;
applying an electrical control signal to the first sam-

pled Bragg grating reflector to tune the first sampled
Bragg grating reflector in tuning a wavelength of the
laser light; and
maintaining the second sampled Bragg grating re-
flector in a fixed grating configuration when tuning
the first sampled Bragg grating reflector to change
the wavelength of the laser light.

[0075] Clause 12: The method as in clause 5, wherein:

the tunable laser includes a substrate and a semi-
conductor structure formed on the substrate to in-
clude a sampled Bragg grating reflector tunable to
produce reflectivity peaks within a tunable spectral
range and a second grating reflector spaced from
each other to form an optical resonator, and a gain
section between the first sampled Bragg grating re-
flector and the second grating reflector that is elec-
trically energized to produce an optical gain for the
laser light, and
the second grating reflector includes a series of fixed
optical gratings that respectively reflect light at dif-
ferent fixed reflectivity peaks within the tunable spec-
tral range of the tunable sampled Bragg grating re-
flector.

[0076] Clause 13: The method as in clause 1, wherein:

in each tunable laser transmitter module, the tunable
laser module includes an array of tunable sampled
grating distributed Bragg reflector (SG-DBR) lasers
that produce WDM optical signals at different WDM
wavelengths carrying information of respective
WDM channels, respectively, each SG-DBR laser
including a substrate and a semiconductor structure
formed on the substrate to include a first sampled
Bragg grating reflector as a high reflector to reflect
the laser light, a second sampled Bragg grating re-
flector spaced from the first sampled Bragg grating
reflector and structured to form a partial reflector to
the laser light to reflect part of the laser light back
towards the first sampled Bragg grating reflector and
to transmit part of the laser light as a laser output of
the SG-DBR laser towards the beam combiner; and
the method further comprises:

applying an electrical control signal to the first
sampled Bragg grating reflector to tune the first
sampled Bragg grating reflector in tuning a
wavelength of the laser light, and
maintaining the second sampled Bragg grating
reflector in a fixed grating configuration when
tuning the first sampled Bragg grating reflector
to change the wavelength of the laser light.

[0077] Clause 14: The method as in clause 13, com-
prising:
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applying a common control signal to the first sampled
Bragg grating reflectors in the SG-DBR lasers in tun-
ing the SG-DBR lasers to synchronize tuning of the
SG-DBR lasers.

[0078] Clause 15: The method as in clause 1, wherein:

in each tunable laser transmitter module, each tun-
able laser module includes a tunable diode laser that
directly produces modulated laser light as a respec-
tive WDM optical signal carrying information of a re-
spective WDM channel.

[0079] Clause 16: The method as in clause 1, wherein:

each tunable laser module is part of a tunable plug-
gable transceiver that transmits and receives at a
data rate of 10Gb/s.

[0080] Clause 17: The method as in clause 1, wherein:

each tunable laser module is part of a tunable plug-
gable transceiver that transmits and receives at a
data rate of 25Gb/s.

[0081] Clause 18: The method as in clause 1, wherein:

in each tunable laser transmitter module, each tun-
able laser module includes a tunable diode laser that
directly produces modulated laser light as a respec-
tive WDM optical signal carrying information of a re-
spective WDM channel.

[0082] Clause 19: A device for optical communications
based on wavelength division multiplexing (WDM), com-
prising:

a plurality of tunable laser transmitter modules based
on a common tunable laser transmitter module de-
sign which includes (1) an array of tunable laser mod-
ules to produce laser light at different optical WDM
wavelengths to carry different WDM signal channels,
respectively, each tunable laser module operable to
tune a respective optical WDM wavelength, and (2)
a beam combiner that includes input ports that are
respectively coupled to receive the laser light from
the tunable laser modules and an output port that
combines the received laser light from the tunable
laser modules into a combined optical output carry-
ing light at the different optical WDM wavelengths,
the beam combiner structured to exhibit a common
transmission spectral profile from each input port to
the output port that has periodic repetitive transmis-
sion bands that are adjacent to one another in wave-
length and extend to cover different WDM sub-bands
and each transmission band having a spectral width
to cover a predetermined number of WDM wave-
lengths;

a control unit that controls the tunable laser trans-
mitter modules to produce WDM optical signals at
different optical WDM wavelengths in different WDM
sub-bands, respectively; and
a band combiner coupled to receive and to combine
the WDM optical signals in the different WDM sub-
bands from the tunable laser transmitter modules
into a combined WDM optical output for transmission
over a fiber link.

[0083] Clause 20: The device as in clause 19, wherein:

the beam combiner in each tunable laser transmitter
module includes a cyclic arrayed-waveguide grating
(AWG) multiplexer which receives at the input ports
WDM optical signals within a respective WDM sub-
band from the tunable laser modules and outputs at
the output port a respective combined optical output
carrying light at the different optical WDM wave-
lengths within the respective WDM sub-band.

[0084] Clause 21: The device as in clause 19, wherein:

the beam combiner in each tunable laser transmitter
module includes an optical power combiner which
receives at the input ports WDM optical signals within
a respective WDM sub-band from the tunable laser
modules and outputs at the output port a respective
combined optical output carrying light at the different
optical WDM wavelengths within the respective
WDM sub-band.

[0085] Clause 22: The device as in clause 19, wherein:

each laser transmitter module includes an optical
amplifier coupled to the beam combiner to receive
and amplify the combined optical output before di-
recting the combined optical output to the band com-
biner.

[0086] Clause 23: The device as in clause 19, wherein:

in each tunable laser transmitter module, each tun-
able laser module includes a tunable laser that pro-
duces continuous wave (CW) laser light and an op-
tical modulator that is located to receive the CW laser
light from the tunable laser and modulates the CW
laser light to produce a respective WDM optical sig-
nal carrying information of a respective WDM chan-
nel.

[0087] Clause 24: The device as in clause 23, wherein:

the tunable laser includes a substrate and a semi-
conductor structure formed on the substrate to in-
clude a sampled Bragg grating reflector tunable to
produce reflectivity peaks within a tunable spectral
range and a second grating reflector spaced from
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each other to form an optical resonator, and a gain
section between the first sampled Bragg grating re-
flector and the second grating reflector that is elec-
trically energized to produce an optical gain for the
laser light, and
the second grating reflector includes a series of fixed
optical gratings that respectively reflect light at dif-
ferent fixed reflectivity peaks within the tunable spec-
tral range of the tunable sampled Bragg grating re-
flector.

[0088] Clause 25: The device as in clause 23, wherein:

the tunable laser includes a tunable sampled grating
distributed Bragg reflector (SG-DBR) laser which in-
cludes a substrate and a semiconductor structure
formed on the substrate to include first and second
sampled Bragg grating reflectors spaced from each
other to form an optical resonator, a gain section
between the first and second sampled Bragg grating
reflectors that is electrically energized to produce an
optical gain for the laser light and a phase section
between the first and second sampled Bragg grating
reflectors that is electrically controlled to control a
phase of the laser light.

[0089] Clause 26: The device as in clause 25, com-
prising:

an amplifier formed in the semiconductor structure
of the SG-DBR laser to receive and amplify the laser
light produced by the SG-DBR laser.

[0090] Clause 27: The device as in clause 23, wherein:

the optical modulator is monolithically formed on the
substrate on which the SG-DBR laser is formed.

[0091] Clause 28: The device as in clause 23, wherein:

sampling periods of the first and second sampled
Bragg grating reflectors are different.

[0092] Clause 29: The device as in clause 23, wherein:

a sampling period is greater than a grating period in
the first sampled Bragg grating reflector.

[0093] Clause 30: The device as in clause 23, wherein:

a number of sampling periods in the first sampled
Bragg grating reflector is higher than a number of
sampling periods in the second sample Bragg grat-
ing reflector to output the laser light out of the SG-
DBR laser at the second sample Bragg grating re-
flector.

[0094] Clause 31: The device as in clause 30, wherein:

the control unit applies an electrical control signal to
the first sampled Bragg grating reflector to tune the
first sampled Bragg grating reflector in tuning a
wavelength of the laser light; and
the second sampled Bragg grating reflector is in a
fixed grating configuration.

[0095] Clause 32: The device as in clause 25, wherein:

in each tunable laser transmitter module, the tunable
laser module includes an array of tunable sampled
grating distributed Bragg reflector (SG-DBR) lasers
that produce WDM optical signals at different WDM
wavelengths carrying information of respective
WDM channels, respectively, each SG-DBR laser
including a substrate and a semiconductor structure
formed on the substrate to include a first sampled
Bragg grating reflector as a high reflector to reflect
the laser light, a second sampled Bragg grating re-
flector spaced from the first sampled Bragg grating
reflector and structured to form a partial reflector to
the laser light to reflect part of the laser light back
towards the first sampled Bragg grating reflector and
to transmit part of the laser light as a laser output of
the SG-DBR laser towards the beam combiner; and
the control unit applies an electrical control signal to
the first sampled Bragg grating reflector to tune the
first sampled Bragg grating reflector in tuning a
wavelength of the laser light while maintaining the
second sampled Bragg grating reflector in a fixed
grating configuration.

[0096] Clause 33: The device as in clause 32, com-
prising:

the control unit applies a common control signal to
the first sampled Bragg grating reflectors in the SG-
DBR lasers in tuning the SG-DBR lasers to synchro-
nize tuning of the SG-DBR lasers.

[0097] Clause 34: The device as in clause 19, wherein:

in each tunable laser transmitter module, each tun-
able laser module includes a tunable diode laser that
directly produces modulated laser light as a respec-
tive WDM optical signal carrying information of a re-
spective WDM channel.

[0098] Clause 35: The device as in clause 19, wherein:

each tunable laser module is part of a tunable plug-
gable transceiver that transmits and receives at a
data rate of 10Gb/s.

[0099] Clause 36: The device as in clause 19, wherein,
wherein:

each tunable laser module is part of a tunable plug-
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gable transceiver that transmits and receives at a
data rate of 25Gb/s.

[0100] Clause 37: A device for optical communications
based on wavelength division multiplexing (WDM), com-
prising:

an array of tunable laser modules to produce laser
light at different optical WDM wavelengths to carry
different WDM signal channels, respectively, each
tunable laser module operable to tune a respective
optical WDM wavelength;
a beam combiner that includes input ports that are
respectively coupled to receive the laser light from
the tunable laser modules and an output port that
combines the received laser light from the tunable
laser modules into a combined optical output carry-
ing light at the different optical WDM wavelengths,
the beam combiner structured to exhibit a common
transmission spectral profile from each input port to
the output port that has periodic repetitive transmis-
sion bands that are adjacent to one another in wave-
length and extend to cover different WDM sub-bands
and each transmission band having a spectral width
to cover a predetermined number of WDM wave-
lengths; and
a control unit that controls the tunable laser modules
to produce WDM optical signals at different optical
WDM wavelengths, respectively.

[0101] Clause 38: The device as in clause 37, wherein:

the beam combiner includes a cyclic arrayed-
waveguide grating (AWG) multiplexer which re-
ceives at the input ports WDM optical signals from
the tunable laser modules and outputs at the output
port the combined optical output.

[0102] Clause 39: The device as in clause 37, wherein:

the beam combiner includes an optical power com-
biner which receives at the input ports WDM optical
signals from the tunable laser modules and outputs
at the output port the combined optical output.

[0103] Clause 40: The device as in clause 37, wherein:

each tunable laser module includes a tunable laser
that produces continuous wave (CW) laser light and
an optical modulator that is located to receive the
CW laser light from the tunable laser and modulates
the CW laser light to produce a respective WDM op-
tical signal carrying information of a respective WDM
channel.

[0104] Clause 41: The device as in clause 40, wherein:

the tunable laser includes a substrate and a semi-

conductor structure formed on the substrate to in-
clude a sampled Bragg grating reflector tunable to
produce reflectivity peaks within a tunable spectral
range and a second grating reflector spaced from
each other to form an optical resonator, and a gain
section between the first sampled Bragg grating re-
flector and the second grating reflector that is elec-
trically energized to produce an optical gain for the
laser light, and
the second grating reflector includes a series of fixed
optical gratings that respectively reflect light at dif-
ferent fixed reflectivity peaks within the tunable spec-
tral range of the tunable sampled Bragg grating re-
flector.

[0105] Clause 42: The device as in clause 40, wherein:

the tunable laser module includes an array of tunable
sampled grating distributed Bragg reflector (SG-
DBR) lasers that produce WDM optical signals at
different WDM wavelengths carrying information of
respective WDM channels, respectively, each SG-
DBR laser including a substrate and a semiconduc-
tor structure formed on the substrate to include a first
sampled Bragg grating reflector as a high reflector
to reflect the laser light, a second sampled Bragg
grating reflector spaced from the first sampled Bragg
grating reflector and structured to form a partial re-
flector to the laser light to reflect part of the laser light
back towards the first sampled Bragg grating reflec-
tor and to transmit part of the laser light as a laser
output of the SG-DBR laser towards the beam com-
biner.

[0106] Clause 43: The device as in clause 42, com-
prising:

an amplifier formed in the semiconductor structure
of the SG-DBR laser to receive and amplify the laser
light produced by the SG-DBR laser.

[0107] Clause 44: The device as in clause 42, wherein:

the optical modulator is monolithically formed on the
substrate on which the SG-DBR laser is formed.

[0108] Clause 45: The device as in clause 42, wherein:

sampling periods of the first and second sampled
Bragg grating reflectors are different.

[0109] Clause 46: The device as in clause 42, wherein:

a sampling period is greater than a grating period in
the first sampled Bragg grating reflector.

[0110] Clause 47: The device as in clause 42, wherein:
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a number of sampling periods in the first sampled
Bragg grating reflector is higher than a number of
sampling periods in the second sample Bragg grat-
ing reflector to output the laser light out of the SG-
DBR laser at the second sample Bragg grating re-
flector.

[0111] Clause 48: The device as in clause 42, wherein:

the control unit applies an electrical control signal to
the first sampled Bragg grating reflector to tune the
first sampled Bragg grating reflector in tuning a
wavelength of the laser light; and
the second sampled Bragg grating reflector is in a
fixed grating configuration.

[0112] Clause 49: The device as in clause 42, wherein:

the SG-DBR laser includes a gain section between
the first and second sampled Bragg grating reflectors
that is electrically energized to produce an optical
gain for the laser light and a phase section between
the first and second sampled Bragg grating reflectors
that is electrically controlled to control a phase of the
laser light.

[0113] Clause 50: The device as in clause 37, wherein:

each tunable laser module includes a tunable diode
laser that directly produces modulated laser light as
a respective WDM optical signal carrying information
of a respective WDM channel.

[0114] Clause 51: The device as in clause 37, wherein:

each tunable laser module is part of a tunable com-
pact form pluggable (CFP) transceiver that transmits
and receives at a data rate of 10Gb/s.

[0115] Clause 52: The device as in clause 37, wherein:

each tunable laser module is part of a tunable com-
pact form pluggable (CFP) transceiver that transmits
and receives at a data rate of 25Gb/s.

[0116] Clause 53: The device as in clause 37, com-
prising:

an optical amplifier coupled to the beam combiner
to receive and amplify the combined optical output.

[0117] Clause 54: The device as in clause 37, com-
prising:

a substrate and a semiconductor structure formed
on the substrate and patterned to form the tunable
laser modules and the beam combiner; and
an optical amplifier formed in the semiconductor

structure and coupled to the beam combiner to re-
ceive and amplify the combined optical output.

[0118] Clause 55: A device for optical communications
based on wavelength division multiplexing (WDM), com-
prising:

a plurality of tunable laser transmitter modules to
transmit WDM signals at different WDM sub-bands,
respectively, each tunable laser transmitter module
producing laser light of different WDM signals in a
respective WDM sub-band, wherein each tunable la-
ser transmitter module includes (1) a plurality of tun-
able laser modules that produce laser light at differ-
ent optical WDM wavelengths within a respective
WDM sub-band to carry different WDM signal chan-
nels within the respective WDM sub-band, respec-
tively, each tunable laser operable to tune a respec-
tive optical WDM wavelength, and (2) a beam com-
biner that includes input ports that are respectively
coupled to receive the laser light from the tunable
laser modules and an output port that combines the
received laser light from the tunable laser modules
into a combined optical output carrying light at the
different optical WDM wavelengths, the beam com-
biner structured to exhibit a common transmission
spectral profile from each input port to the output port
that has periodic repetitive transmission bands that
are adjacent to one another in wavelength and ex-
tend to cover the different WDM sub-bands, wherein
each transmission band has a spectral width to cover
a predetermined number of WDM wavelengths;
a band combiner that is coupled to receive WDM
signals at the different WDM sub-bands from the tun-
able laser transmitter modules and to combine the
received WDM signals into a combined WDM optical
output for transmission over a fiber link;
a band splitter that is coupled to receive an input
WDM signal carrying input WDM signals at the dif-
ferent WDM sub-bands and separates the WDM sig-
nals into different groups of input WDM signals within
the different WDM sub-bands, respectively, along
different optical paths; and
a plurality of optical receiver modules to receive the
different groups of input WDM signals at the different
WDM sub-bands, respectively, wherein each optical
receiver module includes (1) a wavelength splitter
that includes an input port coupled to receive a re-
spective group of input WDM signals within a respec-
tive WDM sub-band and output ports that output the
received input WDM signals of the respective group
along different output optical paths, the wavelength
splitter structured to exhibit a common transmission
spectral profile from the input port to each output port
that has periodic repetitive transmission bands at are
adjacent to one another in wavelength and extend
to cover the different WDM sub-bands, and (2) a plu-
rality of optical detectors coupled to receive the re-
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ceived input WDM signals of the respective group
and to convert the received input WDM signals into
different electrical detector signals, respectively.

[0119] Clause 56: The device as in clause 55, wherein:

in each tunable laser transmitter module, the tunable
laser module includes an array of tunable sampled
grating distributed Bragg reflector (SG-DBR) lasers
that produce WDM optical signals at different WDM
wavelengths carrying information of respective
WDM channels, respectively, each SG-DBR laser
including a substrate and a semiconductor structure
formed on the substrate to include a tunable first
sampled Bragg grating reflector as a high reflector
to reflect the laser light, a second sampled Bragg
grating reflector that is spaced from the first sampled
Bragg grating reflector and structured to form a par-
tial reflector to the laser light to reflect part of the
laser light back towards the first sampled Bragg grat-
ing reflector and to transmit part of the laser light as
a laser output of the SG-DBR laser towards the beam
combiner, wherein the second sampled Bragg grat-
ing reflector is in a fixed grating configuration and is
not tunable.

[0120] Clause 57: The device as in clause 55, wherein:

the beam combiner in each tunable laser transmitter
module includes a cyclic arrayed-waveguide grating
(AWG) multiplexer which receives at the input ports
WDM optical signals within a respective WDM sub-
band from the tunable laser modules and outputs at
the output port a respective combined optical output
carrying light at the different optical WDM wave-
lengths within the respective WDM sub-band.

[0121] Clause 58: The device as in clause 55, wherein:

the beam combiner in each tunable laser transmitter
module includes an optical power combiner which
receives at the input ports WDM optical signals within
a respective WDM sub-band from the tunable laser
modules and outputs at the output port a respective
combined optical output carrying light at the different
optical WDM wavelengths within the respective
WDM sub-band.

[0122] Clause 59: The device as in clause 55, wherein:

in each tunable laser transmitter module, each tun-
able laser module includes a tunable laser that pro-
duces continuous wave (CW) laser light and an op-
tical modulator that is located to receive the CW laser
light from the tunable laser and modulates the CW
laser light to produce a respective WDM optical sig-
nal carrying information of a respective WDM chan-
nel.

[0123] Clause 60: The device as in clause 59, wherein:

the tunable laser includes a substrate and a semi-
conductor structure formed on the substrate to in-
clude a sampled Bragg grating reflector tunable to
produce reflectivity peaks within a tunable spectral
range and a second grating reflector spaced from
each other to form an optical resonator, and a gain
section between the first sampled Bragg grating re-
flector and the second grating reflector that is elec-
trically energized to produce an optical gain for the
laser light, and
the second grating reflector includes a series of fixed
optical gratings that respectively reflect light at dif-
ferent fixed reflectivity peaks within the tunable spec-
tral range of the tunable sampled Bragg grating re-
flector.

[0124] Clause 61: The device as in clause 59, wherein:

the tunable laser includes a tunable sampled grating
distributed Bragg reflector (SG-DBR) laser which in-
cludes a substrate and a semiconductor structure
formed on the substrate to include first and second
sampled Bragg grating reflectors spaced from each
other to form an optical resonator, a gain section
between the first and second sampled Bragg grating
reflectors that is electrically energized to produce an
optical gain for the laser light and a phase section
between the first and second sampled Bragg grating
reflectors that is electrically controlled to control a
phase of the laser light.

[0125] Clause 62: The device as in clause 61, com-
prising:

an amplifier formed in the semiconductor structure
of the SG-DBR laser to receive and amplify the laser
light produced by the SG-DBR laser.

[0126] Clause 63: The device as in clause 61, wherein:

sampling periods of the first and second sampled
Bragg grating reflectors are different.

[0127] Clause 64: The device as in clause 1, wherein:

a sampling period is greater than a grating period in
the first sampled Bragg grating reflector.

[0128] Clause 65: The device as in clause 1, wherein:

a number of sampling periods in the first sampled
Bragg grating reflector is higher than a number of
sampling periods in the second sample Bragg grat-
ing reflector to output the laser light out of the SG-
DBR laser at the second sample Bragg grating re-
flector.
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Claims

1. A device for optical communications based on wave-
length division multiplexing (WDM), comprising:

a plurality of tunable laser transmitter modules
based on a common tunable laser transmitter
module design which includes (1) an array of
tunable laser modules to produce laser light at
different optical WDM wavelengths to carry dif-
ferent WDM signal channels, respectively, each
tunable laser module operable to tune a respec-
tive optical WDM wavelength, and (2) a beam
combiner that includes input ports that are re-
spectively coupled to receive the laser light from
the tunable laser modules and an output port
that combines the received laser light from the
tunable laser modules into a combined optical
output carrying light at the different optical WDM
wavelengths, the beam combiner structured to
exhibit a common transmission spectral profile
from each input port to the output port that has
periodic repetitive transmission bands that are
adjacent to one another in wavelength and ex-
tend to cover different WDM sub-bands and
each transmission band having a spectral width
to cover a predetermined number of WDM wave-
lengths;
a control unit that controls the tunable laser
transmitter modules to produce WDM optical
signals at different optical WDM wavelengths in
different WDM sub-bands, respectively; and
a band combiner coupled to receive and to com-
bine the WDM optical signals in the different
WDM sub-bands from the tunable laser trans-
mitter modules into a combined WDM optical
output for transmission over a fiber link.

2. The device as in claim 1, wherein:

the beam combiner in each tunable laser trans-
mitter module includes a cyclic arrayed-
waveguide grating (AWG) multiplexer which re-
ceives at the input ports WDM optical signals
within a respective WDM sub-band from the tun-
able laser modules and outputs at the output
port a respective combined optical output carry-
ing light at the different optical WDM wave-
lengths within the respective WDM sub-band.

3. The device as in claim 1, wherein:

the beam combiner in each tunable laser trans-
mitter module includes an optical power com-
biner which receives at the input ports WDM op-
tical signals within a respective WDM sub-band
from the tunable laser modules and outputs at
the output port a respective combined optical

output carrying light at the different optical WDM
wavelengths within the respective WDM sub-
band.

4. The device as in claim 1, wherein:

each laser transmitter module includes an opti-
cal amplifier coupled to the beam combiner to
receive and amplify the combined optical output
before directing the combined optical output to
the band combiner.

5. The device as in claim 1, wherein:

in each tunable laser transmitter module, each
tunable laser module includes a tunable laser
that produces continuous wave (CW) laser light
and an optical modulator that is located to re-
ceive the CW laser light from the tunable laser
and modulates the CW laser light to produce a
respective WDM optical signal carrying informa-
tion of a respective WDM channel.

6. The device as in claim 5, wherein:

the tunable laser includes a substrate and a
semiconductor structure formed on the sub-
strate to include a sampled Bragg grating reflec-
tor tunable to produce reflectivity peaks within a
tunable spectral range and a second grating re-
flector spaced from each other to form an optical
resonator, and a gain section between the first
sampled Bragg grating reflector and the second
grating reflector that is electrically energized to
produce an optical gain for the laser light, and
the second grating reflector includes a series of
fixed optical gratings that respectively reflect
light at different fixed reflectivity peaks within the
tunable spectral range of the tunable sampled
Bragg grating reflector.

7. The device as in claim 5, wherein:

the tunable laser includes a tunable sampled
grating distributed Bragg reflector (SG-DBR) la-
ser which includes a substrate and a semicon-
ductor structure formed on the substrate to in-
clude first and second sampled Bragg grating
reflectors spaced from each other to form an op-
tical resonator, a gain section between the first
and second sampled Bragg grating reflectors
that is electrically energized to produce an opti-
cal gain for the laser light and a phase section
between the first and second sampled Bragg
grating reflectors that is electrically controlled to
control a phase of the laser light.

8. The device as in claim 7, comprising:
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an amplifier formed in the semiconductor struc-
ture of the SG-DBR laser to receive and amplify
the laser light produced by the SG-DBR laser.

9. The device as in claim 5, wherein:

sampling periods of the first and second sam-
pled Bragg grating reflectors are different.

10. The device as in claim 5, wherein:

a sampling period is greater than a grating pe-
riod in the first sampled Bragg grating reflector.

11. The device as in claim 5, wherein:

a number of sampling periods in the first sam-
pled Bragg grating reflector is higher than a
number of sampling periods in the second sam-
ple Bragg grating reflector to output the laser
light out of the SG-DBR laser at the second sam-
ple Bragg grating reflector.

12. The device as in claim 11, wherein:

the control unit applies an electrical control sig-
nal to the first sampled Bragg grating reflector
to tune the first sampled Bragg grating reflector
in tuning a wavelength of the laser light; and
the second sampled Bragg grating reflector is in
a fixed grating configuration.

13. The device as in claim 7, wherein:

in each tunable laser transmitter module, the
tunable laser module includes an array of tuna-
ble sampled grating distributed Bragg reflector
(SG-DBR) lasers that produce WDM optical sig-
nals at different WDM wavelengths carrying in-
formation of respective WDM channels, respec-
tively, each SG-DBR laser including a substrate
and a semiconductor structure formed on the
substrate to include a first sampled Bragg grat-
ing reflector as a high reflector to reflect the laser
light, a second sampled Bragg grating reflector
spaced from the first sampled Bragg grating re-
flector and structured to form a partial reflector
to the laser light to reflect part of the laser light
back towards the first sampled Bragg grating re-
flector and to transmit part of the laser light as
a laser output of the SG-DBR laser towards the
beam combiner; and
the control unit applies an electrical control sig-
nal to the first sampled Bragg grating reflector
to tune the first sampled Bragg grating reflector
in tuning a wavelength of the laser light while
maintaining the second sampled Bragg grating
reflector in a fixed grating configuration.

14. The device as in claim 13, comprising:

the control unit applies a common control signal
to the first sampled Bragg grating reflectors in
the SG-DBR lasers in tuning the SG-DBR lasers
to synchronize tuning of the SG-DBR lasers.

15. A system for optical communications based on
wavelength division multiplexing (WDM), compris-
ing:

a plurality of tunable laser transmitter modules
to transmit WDM signals at different WDM sub-
bands, respectively, each tunable laser trans-
mitter module producing laser light of different
WDM signals in a respective WDM sub-band,
wherein each tunable laser transmitter module
includes (1) a plurality of tunable laser modules
that produce laser light at different optical WDM
wavelengths within a respective WDM sub-band
to carry different WDM signal channels within
the respective WDM sub-band, respectively,
each tunable laser operable to tune a respective
optical WDM wavelength, and (2) a beam com-
biner that includes input ports that are respec-
tively coupled to receive the laser light from the
tunable laser modules and an output port that
combines the received laser light from the tun-
able laser modules into a combined optical out-
put carrying light at the different optical WDM
wavelengths, the beam combiner structured to
exhibit a common transmission spectral profile
from each input port to the output port that has
periodic repetitive transmission bands that are
adjacent to one another in wavelength and ex-
tend to cover the different WDM sub-bands,
wherein each transmission band has a spectral
width to cover a predetermined number of WDM
wavelengths;
a band combiner that is coupled to receive WDM
signals at the different WDM sub-bands from the
tunable laser transmitter modules and to com-
bine the received WDM signals into a combined
WDM optical output for transmission over a fiber
link;
a band splitter that is coupled to receive an input
WDM signal carrying input WDM signals at the
different WDM sub-bands and separates the
WDM signals into different groups of input WDM
signals within the different WDM sub-bands, re-
spectively, along different optical paths; and
a plurality of optical receiver modules to receive
the different groups of input WDM signals at the
different WDM sub-bands, respectively, where-
in each optical receiver module includes (1) a
wavelength splitter that includes an input port
coupled to receive a respective group of input
WDM signals within a respective WDM sub-
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band and output ports that output the received
input WDM signals of the respective group along
different output optical paths, the wavelength
splitter structured to exhibit a common transmis-
sion spectral profile from the input port to each
output port that has periodic repetitive transmis-
sion bands at are adjacent to one another in
wavelength and extend to cover the different
WDM sub-bands, and (2) a plurality of optical
detectors coupled to receive the received input
WDM signals of the respective group and to con-
vert the received input WDM signals into differ-
ent electrical detector signals, respectively.

16. A method of operating the device of claim 1, com-
prising;
operating the tunable laser transmitter modules to
produce WDM optical signals at different optical
WDM wavelengths in different WDM sub-bands, one
tunable laser transmitter module producing laser
light at optical WDM wavelengths per WDM sub-
band, laser light at a respective optical WDM wave-
length from each tunable laser transmitter module
being modulated to produce a respective WDM op-
tical signal carrying information of a respective WDM
channel; and
combining the WDM signals in the different WDM
sub-bands from the tunable laser transmitter mod-
ules into combined WDM optical output for transmis-
sion over a fiber link.
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